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There are only very few natural ways in which arbitrary functions can be combined.
One composition operator is override: for arbitrary functions f and g, f  g is the
function with domain dom( f ) ∪ dom(g) that behaves like f on dom( f ) and like g on
dom(g) \ dom( f ). Another operator is update: f [g] has the same domain as f , behaves like
f on dom( f ) \ dom(g), and like g on dom( f ) ∩ dom(g). These operators are widely used,
especially within computer science, where for instance f [g] may denote the new state
that results when in state f the updates given as g are applied. It is therefore surprising
that thus far no axiomatization of these operators has been proposed in the literature.
As an auxiliary operator we consider the minus operator: f − g is the restriction of f to
the domain dom( f ) \ dom(g). The update operator can be deﬁned in terms of override
and minus. We present ﬁve equations that together constitute a sound and complete
axiomatization of override and minus. As part of our completeness proof, we infer a large
number of useful derived laws using the proof assistant Isabelle. With the help of the
SMT solver Yices, we establish independence of the axioms. Thus, our axiomatization is
also minimal. Finally, we establish that override and minus are functionally complete in
the sense that any operation on general functions that corresponds to a valid coloring of a
Venn diagram can be described using just these two operations.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
There are only very few natural ways in which arbitrary functions can be combined. One example is the override opera-
tor . For arbitrary functions f and g , f  g is the combined function where f overrides g for all elements in the intersec-
tion of their domains. That is, f  g is the function with domain dom( f ) ∪ dom(g) satisfying, for all v ∈ dom( f ) ∪ dom(g),
( f  g)(v)
{
f (v) if v ∈ dom( f ),
g(v) if v ∈ dom(g) \ dom( f ).
Essentially, this is the overriding operator “⊕” from Z [14]. On ﬁnite domains, the operator is also deﬁned in VDM [10],
where it is written †. We prefer not to use a symmetric symbol for an asymmetric (noncommutative) operator. There
appears to be no commonly accepted name or symbol to denote this important operator. It is introduced on an ad hoc basis
in many papers, and properties of the operator are used, implicitly or explicitly, in numerous proofs.
A related composition operator is update: f [g] has the same domain as f , behaves like f on dom( f ) \ dom(g), and
like g on dom( f ) ∩ dom(g). Thus, if h  X restricts the domain of a function h to X , we can deﬁne the update operator by
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empty x− x = ∅ (2)
weak commutativity x y = (y− x) x (3)
double minus x−(y− z) = (x− y)(x−(x− z)) (4)
distributivity (x y)− z = (x− z)(y− z) (5)
Fig. 1. Axioms for , − and ∅.
f [g]  (g f ) dom( f ). The update operator is also widely used, especially within computer science. One example is the
denotational semantics of assignment [1,16], where f [g] denotes the new state that results when in state f the updates
given as g are applied. Another example is the semantics of Statecharts as described in several publications, e.g. [6]. It
uses the update operator ·[·] to denote assignments (multiple assignments may occur simultaneously), and circumscribes
the update of a state conﬁguration by set operations. As a ﬁnal example we mention the work of Goldberg and Tarjan [8],
where a sequence of functions is considered whose limit is a ﬂow function. Every function is generated from the previous
one by updating a number of function values. The update is denoted like a (simultaneous) assignment to some of the
function values.
It is surprising that thus far no axiomatization of override and update has been proposed in the literature. Several
authors observe that override is associative and idempotent [10,14]. Various papers mention laws such as f [g][g] = f [g].
In our work on compositional abstraction for timed automata [3], we stated a number of laws for override and update as
part of a proof of associativity of a Uppaal style parallel composition operator. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge,
completeness has thus far not been studied.
The main result of the present paper is a sound and complete equational axiomatization of override and update. In our
axiomatization we use the auxiliary operator minus: f − g is the restriction of f to the domain dom( f ) \ dom(g). That is,
f − g = f (dom( f ) \ dom(g)). The update operator is then deﬁned in terms of override and minus. Our axiomatization is
also minimal, in the sense that all axioms are independent. It is not possible to prove any of the axioms from the remaining
ones. Finally, we show that the override and minus operations are functionally complete in the sense that any operation on
general functions that corresponds to a valid coloring of a Venn diagram can be described using just these two operations.
In Section 2, we present ﬁve equations and show that together they constitute a sound axiomatization of override and
minus. In Section 3, we infer a large number of derived laws using the proof assistant Isabelle. These laws are heavily used
in Section 4, where we establish completeness of the ﬁve equations. In Section 5, we prove minimality of the axioms with
the help of the SMT solver Yices. Section 6 discusses the functional completeness of override and minus. Finally, Section 7
presents our conclusions and open questions.
2. The axioms
We consider the signature Σ consisting of two binary (inﬁx) operator symbols  and −, and the constant symbol ∅. We
refer to  as the override symbol, − as the minus symbol, and ∅ as empty. Using elements from this signature and variables
x, y, z, . . . we build terms and equations in the standard way. We use t,u, . . . to denote terms over signature Σ , and t ≡ u to
denote syntactic equality of terms t and u. Fig. 1 introduces a set E of ﬁve equations over the signature. We write 
 t = u
if the equality of t and u can be derived using the standard inference rules of equational logic [4] and the equations in E .
We often use the following derived operators:
intersection x@ y = x–(x– y),
update x[y] = (y@ x) x.
Intuitively, operator @ restricts function x to the intersection of the domains of x and y. It allows us to restate Axiom 4
as x − (y − z) = (x − y)(x@ z). An interpretation of ·[·] was already given in the introduction. To ease notations we use
the following rules: (a) all operators are left associative, and (b) @ binds strongest, then −, and ﬁnally . With these
conventions, Axiom 4 reads x− (y − z) = x− y x@ z.
Let F denote any Σ-algebra with as universe some set F of functions,  interpreted as override, − as minus, and ∅ as
the function with the empty domain. We assume F to be closed under these operations.
It is easy to see that F is a model for the equations of E . The deﬁnition of  directly implies that f  f = f , for any
function f , that is, Axiom 1. By deﬁnition of −, f − f denotes the restriction of f to the empty domain. This implies
Axiom 2. In general, the override operator is not commutative. For instance if f maps a to 1, and g maps a to 0, then
f  g maps a to 1, whereas g f maps a to 0. Axiom 3 states a weak commutativity property that does hold: we may
swap the arguments in x y if we restrict y to the part of its domain that does not intersect with x. Axioms 4 and 5 can
be illustrated using the Venn diagrams in Fig. 2. Here the colors indicate whether the function value is determined by x, y
or z: in the light grey area the value is determined by x and in the dark grey area by y. For each axiom, the left and right
hand side of the equation describe different ways in which the same diagram can be obtained.
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empty domain x@ y− y = ∅ (6)
x∅ = x (7)
∅ x = x (8)
x−∅ = x (9)
∅− x = ∅ (10)
associativity x(y z) = x y z (11)
x@(y@ z) = x@ y@ z (12)
idempotence x@ x = x (13)
distributivity (x y)@ z = x@ z y@ z (14)
x@(y z) = x@ y x@ z (15)
x@ y− z = (x− z)@(y− z) (16)
x y@ z = (x y)@(x z) (17)
(x y z) − x = y − x z − x (18)
weak commutativity x− y− z = x− z− y (19)
x−(y z) = x−(z y) (20)
x− y x− z = x− z x− y (21)
x@ y@ z = x@ z@ y (22)
x− y@ z = x− z@ y (23)
partitioning x@ y x− y = x (24)
x− y x@ y = x (25)
combine minus (x− y)− z = x−(y z) (26)
double minus x−(y− x) = x (27)
overlapping x y@ x = x (28)
agree x x− y = x (29)
x− y x = x (30)
compatible x y− x = x y (31)
reordering (x− y)@ z = x@ z− y (32)
x@(y− z) = x@ y− z (33)
Fig. 3. Derived laws.
Thus we have the following soundness result:
Lemma 1 (Soundness). Let t, t′ be terms over signature Σ such that 
 t = t′ . Then Σ-algebra F satisﬁes t = t′ .
3. Derived laws
From the basic set of axioms in Fig. 1, we derived the laws shown in Fig. 3. These laws are used in our proof of
completeness. The proofs of all the derived laws have been checked using the proof assistant Isabelle [11]. The Isabelle
sources as well as human readable proofs are available as supplementary material.
We found it quite surprising that associativity of  (Law 11) and weak commutativity of − (Law 19) are derivable. In
the following, we show the proof of associativity of . We use Axioms 2, 3 and 5, and Laws 8, 18, 20, 25, 26, 27, and 28.
Law 11. x y z = x(y z).
Proof. x y z (25)= (x y z)− x(x y z)− ((x y z)− x) (18)= y − x z− x(x y z)− ((x y z)− x) (5)= (y z)−
x(x y z)− ((x y z)− x) (18)= (y z)− x(x y z)− (y − x z− x) (26)= (y z)− x(x y z)− (y − x)− (z− x) (5)=
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x(x y − (y − x) z − (y − x)) − (z − x) (28)= (y z) − x(x z − (y − x)) − (z − x) (27)= (y z) − x(x− (y − x) z − (y −
x))− (z− x) (5)= (y z)− x(x z)− (y− x)− (z− x) (19)= (y z)− x(x z)− (z− x)− (y− x) (5)= (y z)− x(x− (z− x) z−
(z − x)) − (y − x) (27)= (y z) − x(x z − (z − x)) − (y − x) (28)= (y z) − x x− (y − x) (27)= (y z) − x x (3)= x(y z). 
4. Completeness
We now establish completeness of the axioms in set E , that is, we show that if an equality between terms holds in
algebra F then we can actually prove it using the axioms in Fig. 1, provided the algebra contains at least all functions
from ﬁnite subsets of N to N. We prove completeness by establishing two results: (a) Each term can be reduced to a
normal form through application of the axioms. (b) If two terms have different normal forms (modulo associativity and
weak commutativity) then they are not equivalent in the algebra, that is, there exists a valuation that maps the two terms
to different elements in the domain of the algebra.
Normal forms consist of a combination (with ) of a number of regions. A region denotes a function that is deﬁned on
the smallest (nonempty) domains that can be deﬁned in our language. Regions are much easier to manipulate than general
functions. For instance, if r and r′ are regions then r r′ either equals r (when they have the same domain) or equals r′ r,
that is, regions with different domains commute. Below, we formally introduce the concept of a region.
For X a nonempty, ﬁnite set of variables, let C(X) be the set of terms deﬁned by the BNF grammar
c := x | c@ x
where x ∈ X , and let D(X) be the set of terms deﬁned by the BNF grammar
d := ∅ | d x
where x ∈ X . A region over X is a term of the form r ≡ c − d in which each variable in X occurs exactly once. We say that
variable x occurs positively in r if it occurs in c, and negatively if it occurs in d. We write pos(r) for the set of variables that
occur positively in r. Note that at least one variable occurs positively in any region. The ﬁrst variable occurring in a region
is called the head or leading variable. We write head(r) to denote the head variable of r. We call two regions r and r′ over X
equivalent if they have the same positive variables and the same head, that is, pos(r) = pos(r′) and head(r) = head(r′). If two
regions are equivalent then we can prove their equality using the axioms:
Lemma 2. Let r and r′ be equivalent regions over X. Then 
 r = r′ .
Proof. Let r ≡ c−d and r′ ≡ c′ − d′ . Since r and r′ are equivalent regions they have the same positive, negative and head
variables, and each variable in X occurs only once in r and r′ . Hence, the only possible difference between r and r′ is the
order in which variables occur in d and d′ , and the order in which nonhead variables occur in c and c′ . Thus, for proving
the lemma, it suﬃces to show that through application of the axioms we may swap adjacent variables in d and adjacent
nonhead variables in c. By repeated swapping we can then prove equality of r and r′ . Suppose
c ≡ x1 @ · · ·@ x j @ x j+1 @ · · ·@ xl.
Then we can swap nonhead variables x j and x j+1 through application of the weak commutativity Law (22). Now suppose
r ≡ c − (∅ x1 · · · x j x j+1 · · · xl).
Then we can swap variables x j and x j+1 by ﬁrst moving all the brackets in d to the right
(11)= c − (∅(x1(· · ·(x j(x j+1(· · · xl))) · · ·)))
then replace all ’s preceding x j+2 by −
(26)= (c − ∅ − x1 − · · · − x j − x j+1) − (x j+2 · · · xl)
then swap the two selected variables
(19)= (c − ∅ − x1 − · · · − x j+1 − x j) − (x j+2 · · · xl)
and then bring the other variables back in place again
(26)= c − (∅(x1(· · ·(x j+1(x j(· · · xl))) · · ·)))
(11)= c − (∅ x1 · · · x j+1 x j · · · xl). 
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1. If pos(r) = pos(r′) then 
 r − r′ = ∅.
2. If pos(r) = pos(r′) then 
 r − r′ = r.
3. If pos(r) = pos(r′) then 
 r r′ = r.
4. If pos(r) = pos(r′) then 
 r r′ = r′ r.
Proof. 1. Suppose pos(r) = pos(r′). Let r ≡ c − d and r′ ≡ c′ − d′ . Then using the same tricks as in the proof of Lemma 2, we
can reorder the subterms of d′ to obtain 
 c′ − d′ = c′ − d. Also, since c and c′ only differ in the ordering of their variables,
we can use Laws 12, 22 and 23 to reorder the variables in c′ and obtain 
 c − c′ = c − c. Hence
r − r′ ≡ (c − d) − (c′ − d′)
= (c − d) − (c′ − d)
(26)= c − (d(c′ − d)) (31)= c − (d c′)
(20)= c − (c′d) (26)= (c − c′)− d
= (c − c) − d (2)= ∅ − d (10)= ∅.
2. Suppose pos(r) = pos(r′). Then there exists a variable x that occurs positively in r and negatively in r′ , or vice versa. If
x occurs positively in a region u then 
 u = u@ x. In order to see this, let u ≡ c−d. Using Laws 13, 12 and 22, we can prove
c = c@ x. By Law 32 we derive, u = c@ x − d = (c − d)@ x = u@ x. If x occurs negatively in a region u then 
 u = u − x. In
order to see this, let u ≡ c − d. Using Axiom 1 and the tricks from Lemma 2, we can prove that u = c − (d x). Hence, by
Law 26, u = (c − d) − x = u − x. Thus, if x occurs positively in r we may infer
r − r′ = r@ x− (r′ − x) (33)= r@(x− (r′ − x)) (27)= r@ x = r.
If x occurs negatively in r then we may infer
r − r′ = (r − x) − (r′ @ x) (26)= r − (x r′ @ x) (28)= r − x = r.
3. Suppose pos(r) = pos(r′). Then
r r′ (3)= (r′ − r) r Lemma 3(1)= ∅ r (8)= r.
4. Suppose pos(r) = pos(r′). Then
r r′ (3)= (r′ − r) r Lemma 3(2)= r′ r. 
We say that a term is a normal form over X if it is of the form
r1 · · · rm
where, for all 1  i m, ri is a region over X and, for all 1  i < j m, pos(ri) = pos(r j). By convention, ∅ is a normal
form (m = 0) and a single region is a normal form (m = 1). We call two normal forms n and n′ over X equivalent if for each
region contained in n there is an equivalent region contained in n′ , and vice versa.
Lemma 4. Let n and n′ be equivalent normal forms over X. Then 
 n = n′ .
Proof. By Lemma 2, we know that whenever two regions r and r′ are equivalent we can prove that they are equal, that is

 r = r′ . Thus there exists a normal form n′′ such that 
 n′ = n′′ and each region contained in n′′ is also a region of n, and
vice versa. This means that n and n′′ only differ in the ordering of their regions. But by associativity and Lemma 3(4), the
ordering of regions in a normal form does not matter, that is, 
 n = n′′ . Hence 
 n = n′ , as required. 
The following technical lemma is needed to prove that any term can be reduced to a normal form.
Lemma 5. Let n be a normal form over X and let x be a variable with x /∈ X. Then there exists a normal form n′ over X ∪ {x} such that

 n = n′ .
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r@ x ≡ (c − d)@ x (32)= c@ x− d,
r − x ≡ (c − d) − x (26)= c − (d x).
Let n ≡ r1 · · · rm . Then
n ≡ r1 · · · rm
(24)= (r1 · · · rm)@ x(r1 · · · rm) − x
(14), (5)= (r1 @ x · · · rm@ x)(r1 − x · · · rm − x).
By the above observation, all subterms ri @ x and ri − x can be replaced by regions over X ∪ {x}. Let n′ denote the resulting
term. Then n′ is a normal form over X ∪ {x} such that 
 n = n′ . 
The next lemma states that any term can be reduced to a normal form.
Lemma 6. Let t be a term over signature Σ with variables contained in X. Then there exists a normal form n over X such that 
 t = n.
Proof. By induction on the structure of term t:
1. If t ≡ ∅ then t is a normal form already and, by reﬂexivity, we have 
 t = t .
2. If t ≡ x then, by Law 9, 
 t = x− ∅. Term x− ∅ is a normal form over {x}. By repeated application of Lemma 5, we can
rewrite x− ∅ into a normal form over X , as required.
3. If t ≡ t1 t2 then, by induction hypothesis, there exist normal forms n1 and n2 such that 
 t1 = n1 and 
 t2 = n2. Using
associativity of , Lemmas 3(3) and 3(4), we can eliminate all occurrences of regions in n1n2 that are preceded with
a region that has the same positive variables. The resulting term n is a normal form n over X such that 
 t = n.
4. If t ≡ t1 − t2 then, by induction hypothesis, there exist normal forms n1 and n2 such that 
 t1 = n1 and 
 t2 = n2. Let
n1 ≡ r1 · · · rk and n2 ≡ r′1 · · · r′l . Then
n1 − n2 ≡ (r1 · · · rk) − n2
(5)= r1 − n2 · · · rk − n2
(26)= r1 − r′1 − r′2 − · · · − r′l  · · · rk − r′1 − r′2 − · · · − r′l .
Using Lemmas 3(1), 3(2), and the laws for ∅, we may reduce each subterm in the above expression to either a region
of n1 or to ∅. After elimination of spurious ∅’s, the resulting term n is a normal form over X such that 
 t = n. 
The following lemma states that if two normal forms are not equivalent, they are in fact not equal in any (nontrivial)
algebra.
Lemma 7. Let n,n′ be normal forms over X that are not equivalent. Let F be a Σ-algebra with as universe a set of functions that
contains at least all functions from ﬁnite subsets of N to N. Then F does not satisfy equation n = n′ .
Proof. Let X = {x1, . . . , xk}. Assume w.l.o.g. that n contains a region r which is, up to equivalence, not contained in n′ . We
deﬁne functions f1, . . . , fk such that any valuation ξ that assigns f i to xi , for 1 i  k, maps n to a different element of F
than n′ . Let D = {0,1, . . . ,2k − 1}. Let binary : D → Bk be the function that assigns to each number in D its binary encoding.
Deﬁne
dom( f i)
{
j ∈ D | i-th bit in binary( j) equals 1}
and let f i(v)  i, for all v ∈ dom( f i). Let ξ be a valuation that maps xi to f i , for 1  i  k. Then each region corresponds
to a function whose domain is a singleton set and which maps the unique element in its domain to the index of the head
variable of the region. Moreover, the domain of each region is uniquely determined by its positive variables. Since n contains
a region r that, up to equivalence, is not contained in n′:
• either n′ contains a region r′ with pos(r) = pos(r′) and head(r) = head(r′),
• or n′ does not contain a region r′ with pos(r) = pos(r′).
In the ﬁrst case F does not satisfy n = n′ since valuation ξ maps the terms to functions that differ for at least one element
in their domain. In the second case F does not satisfy n = n′ since ξ maps the two normal forms to functions with different
domains. 
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2 2 2 2
− 0 1 2
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
2 2 2 0
Fig. 4. Model that establishes independence of Axiom 4.
Theorem 8 (Completeness). Let F be a Σ-algebra with as universe a set of functions that contains at least all functions from ﬁnite
subsets of N to N. Let t, t′ be terms over signature Σ such that algebra F satisﬁes equation t = t′ . Then 
 t = t′ .
Proof. Let X be a ﬁnite set of variables that contains the variables in t and t′ . By Lemma 6, there exist normal forms n and
n′ over X such that 
 t = n and 
 t′ = n′ . By Lemma 1, F satisﬁes equations t = n and t′ = n′ . Using the fact that F satisﬁes
t = t′ , we infer that F satisﬁes n = n′ . Now Lemma 7 implies that normal forms n and n′ are equivalent. Thus, by Lemma 4,

 n = n′ . Combining this with 
 t = n and 
 t′ = n′ yields 
 t = t′ , as required. 
5. Independence
In this section, we are going to prove that the axioms in Fig. 1 are independent. One common way to prove independence
of an axiom is to come up with an algebra that violates this axiom but satisﬁes the other ones. Using this technique it is
not diﬃcult to prove independence of the ﬁrst three axioms.
Proposition 9. Axiom 1 is independent.
Proof. Consider a model with a domain consisting of two elements D  {,⊥}, in which all operators always return the
ﬁrst element, that is ∀v,w ∈ D: vw = v − w = ∅ = . Then all axioms hold trivially, except for the idempotence axiom
x x = x, which does not hold in case x is assigned the value ⊥. 
Proposition 10. Axiom 2 is independent.
Proof. Consider a model with a domain consisting of two elements D  {,⊥}, in which  is interpreted as logical or,
v −w = v for all v,w ∈ D , and ∅ = ⊥. Then all axioms hold trivially, except for the axiom x − x = ∅, which does not hold
in case x is assigned the value . 
Proposition 11. Axiom 3 is independent.
Proof. Consider again a model with domain D  {,⊥}. This time operator  always returns its ﬁrst operand, i.e. vw = v
for all v,w ∈ D , operator − always returns the top element, i.e. v − w =  for all v,w ∈ D , and ∅ = . Then all axioms
hold trivially, except for the axiom x y = (y − x) x, which does not hold in case x has value ⊥. 
In order to prove independence of Axioms 4 and 5, we used the SMT solver Yices [17]. For this problem we could also
have used a regular SAT solver, but we found the input language of Yices more convenient. Peter Jipsen discovered exactly
the same models using Prover9/Mace4 [13]. In our encoding, we assumed that the model that establishes independence
of an axiom has a ﬁnite domain. Each axiom was encoded as a proposition on this domain. We asked the solver whether
there exist any possibilities for  and − that show all axioms to hold, except for the one we were trying to prove inde-
pendent. Note that for a domain of n elements an operator already has nn·n possibilities, because it has n · n possible input
combinations, that all lead to an element of the domain.
Proposition 12. Axiom 4 is independent.
Proof. Consider a model with a domain consisting of three elements D  {0,1,2}. Let operators  and − work as speciﬁed
by the tables in Fig. 4, and let ∅ = 0. Note that operator  returns the maximum of its arguments. This model was found
using Yices. All axioms hold in this model, except Axiom 4, which does not hold if x and z have value 1, and y has value 2:
1− (2− 1) = 1− 2= 0 = 1= 01= 01− 0 = 1− 21− (1− 1).
An isomorphic model can be obtained by slightly changing the standard, functional model F introduced in Section 2. We
assume a setting where the set F of functions contains three elements: the function 0 which has the empty domain,
a function 2 with a domain of at least two elements, and a function 1 that is the restriction of 2 to a strict subdomain with
at least one element. As in the standard model, operator  is interpreted as override and ∅ as 0. Operator − is interpreted
as minus, but since the difference 2− 1 cannot be represented exactly it is “approximated” by 2. 
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0 0 1 2
1 1 1 0
2 2 0 2
− 0 1 2
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1
2 2 2 0
Fig. 5. Model that establishes independence of Axiom 5.
Proposition 13. Axiom 5 is independent.
Proof. Consider the model in Fig. 5, with 0 as the empty function. Also this model was found using Yices. In this model,
(12) − 1= 0− 2= 0 = 2= 02= 1− 12− 1.
Again, an isomorphic model can be obtained by slightly changing the standard, functional model F . The set F of functions
contains three elements: the function 0 which has the empty domain, and functions 1 and 2 that have nonempty, disjoint
domains. As in the standard model, operator − is interpreted as minus and ∅ as 0. Operator  is interpreted as override,
but since the union (12= 21) cannot be represented exactly it is “approximated” by the “neutral” element 0. 
6. Functional completeness
The reader may ask why we have chosen the operators override and minus to describe the operations that are possible
on general functions. In this section, we want to show that override and minus are functionally complete in the sense that
any operation on general functions that corresponds to a valid coloring of a Venn diagram can be described using just these
two operations. Our result is a simple extension of the well-known functional completeness results for Boolean operations.
One can visualize a Boolean operation on the (Boolean) variables x1, . . . , xn by a shading of a Venn diagram: Draw
one circle (or shape) for every variable. The interior and the exterior of the circle for xi correspond to xi being true and
false, respectively. The shading of areas in the diagram indicates the result of the Boolean operation. All n-ary operations
f : Bn → B can be reduced to a small number of binary operations (see e.g., [7, Theorem 7.12]).
Similarly, one can visualize an operation on functions as a multicolored Venn diagram: we start with one shape for each
function variable x1, . . . , xn , and each of the areas may be colored with one of the variables deﬁned in that area. Fig. 2
shows two multicolored Venn diagrams. We can reduce all n-ary operations on functions that result from coloring Venn
diagrams to override and minus.
We now formalize the notions introduced above. Assume a set of n function variables V = {x1, . . . , xn}. A valid coloring
of the n-ary Venn diagram is a partial mapping c from the subsets of V to V , where each W ⊆ V in the domain of c is
mapped to some element of W .
The valid coloring c corresponds to the following operation on functions: ( f1, . . . , fn) is mapped to fc with the property:
fc(p) = f i(p) if there is some W ⊆ V such that c(W ) = xi and p lies in the intersection of domains described by W , that is,
p ∈ dom( f j) iff x j ∈ W , for all j. The update operator x1[x2], for example, can be described by the coloring c that satisﬁes
{x1} → x1, {x1, x2} → x2
and that is undeﬁned for ∅ and {x2}.
The next proposition states that override and minus are functionally complete.
Proposition 14. Every n-ary operation on functions that corresponds to some valid coloring c (for n 2) can be described by a term
composed of variables {x1, . . . , xn} and binary function symbols  and −.
Proof. Assume given the valid coloring c, a partial mapping from subsets of V = {x1, . . . , xn} to V . The statement is eas-
ily proven using the normal form: If c(W ) is deﬁned, assign to W a region over V whose head is c(W ), whose positive
variables are the ones in W , and whose negative variables are the ones in V \ W . Then, the normal form that is the com-
position of all such terms (with ) describes the desired operation on functions. Finally, we can eliminate all occurrences
of ∅ in the normal form by replacing them by the term x1 − x1. 
Observe that override and update are not functionally complete. Consider any n-ary function f that is deﬁned using
override and update. Then the domain of f is the union of the domains of some of its arguments. Thus, for instance, it is
not possible to deﬁne the minus operator in terms of override and update.
One important difference between functional completeness of Boolean connectives and of function connectives is the
following: All function connectives are false-preserving, i.e., they necessarily map (∅, . . . ,∅) to ∅. Stated in terms of Venn di-
agrams, the outermost area must remain uncolored. According to Post’s classiﬁcation of Boolean operators [12], this implies
that Boolean operators corresponding to  and − (or whichever set of function operators one chooses) are not functionally
complete for Boolean operations.
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In this paper, we have presented a ﬁnite, equational axiomatization of override and minus, two fundamental operators
for combining arbitrary functions. We have established soundness and completeness of our axiomatization, proved that the
set of equations is minimal, and established functional completeness of override and minus.
The top level structure of the completeness proof is not very surprising: reduction to normal form and a proof that
distinct normal forms have a distinct semantics. The surprising aspect of our result is that it can be proven with only ﬁve
laws. It turns out that the algebra induced by these laws is extremely rich. Many long derivations of auxiliary laws and
identities are needed for the normal form theorem, see for instance the derivation of Law 11 in Section 3 and the proofs
of the other laws in Fig. 3 (see supplementary material for the actual proofs). Finding and proving these auxiliary laws and
identities is what made the completeness proof diﬃcult.
An interesting aspect of our work is that two computerized tools, the proof assistant Isabelle and the SMT solver Yices,
were essential for us to obtain our results. Isabelle found the nontrivial proof of Law 26, which plays an important role in
the completeness proof. Yices established the independence of Axioms 4 and 5. This nicely illustrates the growing impor-
tance of computerized tools for proving mathematical theorems. A challenging case study would be to formalize our proofs
of soundness, completeness and minimality in Isabelle.
Our initial research question was to come up with a complete axiomatization of override and update. We have solved
this problem by adding the auxiliary minus operator. A natural question that remains open is whether it is possible to
axiomatize override and update directly without auxiliary operators. Candidate laws include associativity and idempotence
of , and
x[x y] = x, (34)
x y = y[x] x, (35)
x[y][z] = x[z y], (36)
(x y)[z] = x[z] y[z]. (37)
Are these laws complete? If not, which laws should be added? Does there exist a ﬁnite equational axiomatization of override
and update without auxiliary operators? All these questions are open to us. Other open questions are how to build a term
rewriting system out of our axioms, and the generation of normal forms with minimal size.
Our completeness proof is proof theoretic (syntactic). It would be very interesting to explore the model theory of our
logic. We have, for instance, shown that using our axioms one can derive associativity of override, but we still do not have
a deep understanding why this is the case. We expect that study of the model theory of override and update, that is, study
of the interplay of syntactic and semantic ideas, may provide more insight [5]. Another interesting research direction would
be to study the override and update operators within the setting of category theory. In the category Set disjoint union can
be presented as a pushout and the override operator can be expressed naturally in terms of disjoint union and minus:
x y = x+ (y − x).
As an interesting alternative model for our axioms, one may consider the Boolean algebra of sets, but with complement
replaced by relative complement (set difference). The domain of this model consists of all subsets of a given set S ,  is
interpreted as set union, − as set difference, and ∅ as the empty set. The derived operator @ corresponds to intersection and
update becomes trivial: x[y] = x. Whereas the Boolean algebra of sets and its equational axiomatization is standard textbook
material, the axiomatization of its relativized version is less known. As pointed out by Mai Gehrke, an axiomatization can
be obtained from the work of Stone, and Balbes and Dwinger [2,15]. Balbes and Dwinger [2, Def. 3 in II.7, p. 55] deﬁne
a relatively complemented distributive lattice to be a distributive lattice in which every element is relatively complemented,
and a generalized Boolean algebra to be a relatively complemented distributive lattice with a 0. They show that those are
exactly the lattices corresponding to Boolean rings (where, as usual, the sum is symmetric difference and the product is
the meet). This result provides an equational axiomatization. Balbes and Dwinger also give an axiomatization for relatively
complemented distributed lattices using a ternary operation. An alternative completeness proof for generalized Boolean
algebra was found recently by Clemens Grabmayer and Albert Visser [9].
Laws for override and update played a key role in our work on compositional abstraction for timed automata [3], in
particular in the proof of associativity of parallel composition, thus illustrating the practical usefulness of our work. We
expect that our axiomatization will also be useful in the settings of Z [14] and VDM [10].
Supplementary material
The online version of this article contains additional supplementary material.
Please visit doi:10.1016/j.jal.2009.11.001.
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